"UN NOUVEL HYMNE POUR L’EUROPE ! »

A world première of four original versions of Ludwig van Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy”

An innovative educational and creative project, in which young French-speaking Belgians aged between 15 and 18 are given the task of writing a new text in workshops organised in four secondary schools in the City of Brussels, Walloon Brabant and the Province of Hainaut.

The text will be set to music by four Belgian composers, and performed by the Sturm und Klang ensemble, accompanied by the participating students.

A PROJECT OF THE BELGIAN PRESIDENCY OF THE EU

Realised by the “Lettres en voix” Asbl and the Ensemble “Sturm und Klang”

Composers :
Max Charue,
Gaëlle Yernaux,
Baudouin de Jaer
Sarah Wéry
Illya Amar

Musicians :
Ensemble Sturm und Drang
Thomas Van Haeperen, conductor
Les Jeunesses Musicales de Bruxelles

With the participation of Julie Lombé - Artist